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Objective: Correction of the Type III Apert hand is a monumental surgical task
due to the complex pan-syndactyly, rotation and overlapping of the central
digits and associated skin deficiency. Surgical treatment of this most severe
form of the Apert hand has received little separate attention in the literature.
Controversies remaining include: need to sacrifice a ray, number of stages and
order of syndactyly releases, design of flaps and grafts, and the mode of
correction of the thumb clinodactyly. We describe our technique that facilitates
the creation of a five-fingered hand, safely, in 3 stages.

Methods: The conceptual goal is to convert the Type III to a Type I hand during the first stage using limited
osteotomies of the central ray synostoses, while performing formal releases of the 1st and 4th webspaces. We
release the border webspaces using triangular dorsal and palmar skin flaps to recreate the commissure, and full
thickness grafts from the lower abdomen. To flatten the plane of the hand, longitudinal osteotomies are made
through the fused central digital mass, now released from the border digits. The nail plates reflect the deeper
anatomy: longitudinal nail ridges indicate phalangeal borders and nail angulation mirrors the phalanx below.
The hyponychium is incised and a 1mm tunnel under the sterile matrix made. Osteotomies parallel the overlying
nail ridges until through all conjoint bone on both sides of the middle phalanx. A 0.028 Kirschner wire is passed
horizontally across the central digits to maintain a uniplanar profile. Full arm casts and k-wires are left for 3 weeks.

Results: 12 patients with Apert Type III hands were operated on between 1995
and July 2014. All patients are evaluated in a multidisciplinary clinic involving
several surgical and medical disciplines. Patients averaged 12, 16, and 30
months at stages 1, 2, and 3, respectively. A thumb and four fingers were
achieved for all but one hand. Length of stay averaged 2 days. There were no
major complications.

Fig. 1  Patient A before first release Fig. 2  Patient A after first release
Fig. 3  Patient A at 3rd stage

Fig. 4  Patient B; radiographs at 1.5 (left) and 11 months
(right) and clinical photographs immediately before and
after Stage 1 release

Conclusions: Although this technique necessitates 3 stages to address the Type III Apert hand, it allows the
deficient palmar skin to redistribute facilitating stage 2 and 3 syndactyly releases.  This limits the amount of
skin graft to the volar surface, which is a poor substitute for specialized glabrous tissue. This approach results in
more fingertip pulp, allowing for paronychial fold creation. We conclude that these additional aesthetic and
functional gains offset the requirement of an additional operation.


